(+) indicates positive RTA, and (-) negative RTA. Table  3 Effect of Disinfectants *Ethanol , glutaraldehyde, formalin and sodium hypochlorite were diluted with PBS and chlorhexidine gluconate with distilled water to the designated concentrations (v/v %). **The value was the mean 0D 405 from three wells. The cutoff value was 0.170 at the 1st week and 0.192 at the 2nd week. ***The supernatant of the 3rd and 4th weeks was examined for RTA , and the residual infectivity was detected. (Fig. 2 ) . All these disinfectants showed time-dependent effects in 1 week.
Discussion
In the determination of the effect of chemical disinfectants against HIV, carrier tests with cell-free viruses3'5)-7) and virus-infected cells2'4)^-6) as targets of disinfection have been described. Hanson et al.5) reported that virus-infected cells were more resistant to disiufectants than cell-free viruses. When disinfectants are examined only against cell-free viruses, their efficacy for practical use may be overestimated. Moreover, virus-infected cells are easier to handle than cell-free viruses. Therefore, virus-infected cells were used as targets of disinfection in the present study. In previous studies2'-7), the surface of the fixed target was treated with a disinfectant and later it was removed from the surface by sonication, scraping or pipetting and transferred to a culture system to measure residual infectivity. This was a complicated and hazardous method. Also some disinfectants, such as alcohols and aldehydes, may cause the infectious materials to be so tightly attached to the surface that the target cannot be collected totally and the residual infectivity cannot be measured accurately. In the present Micro-Carrier-Test the target is fixed to the bottom of a well in a microtiter plate, and the treatment with disinfectants and the measurement of residual infectivity can be performed simply in the same well. With this simple procedure large numbers of samples can be examined safely.
Since the infectivity assay is performed in the same well, residual disinfectant might affect the results of the assay. The cytotoxicity of the residual disinfectant did indeed affect the monitored cells in the present test. Aranda-Anzaldo et a1.15) stated that the residual cytotoxicity of the chemical might mask or mimic the presence of true virucidal activity and lead to erroneous conclusions. Therefore, a cytotoxicity assay must be performed during the test, and the virucidal effect is not determined at the concentration of disinfectant which causes residual cytotoxicity.
In order to evaluate the Micro-Carrier-Test, well-known disinfectants were tested again. Minimal effective concentrations of ethanol and glutaraldehyde in the Micro-Carrier-Test were the same as in the Micro-Suspension-Test.
The minimal effective concentration of sodium hypochlorite in the Micro-Carrier-Test was slightly higher than in the Micro-Suspension-Test, probably because of the greater resistance of dried material. Lloyd-Evans et a1.9) noted that tests conducted on suspensions often overestimate the ability of a product to disinfect contaminated surfaces. Hanson et a1.5) also stated that disinfectants effective against wet HIV cannot be assumed to be equally effective against dried virus. To avoid overestimation of virucidal efficacy, carrier tests should be used for the evaluation of disinfectants.
In carrier tests, 1.1 % glutaraldehyde for 10 minutes') and 1% for 15 minutes') was found not to be effective, but the minimal effective concentration in the present test was 0.01% for 5 minutes of contact. Sattar and Springthorpen noted that virus protected by body fluids may be equally or more stable. Prince et al.'), Hanson et al.5 ) and I used 20, 50 and 10% FBS, respectively. So the differences were probably due to the different concentrations of FBS. The virucidal effect of chiorhexidine gluconate could not be examined by the Micro-SuspensionTest previously reported8), but could be by the Micro-Carrier-Test.
Since the cells are destroyed by low osmotic pressure and low pH, it is difficult to collect the cells by centrifugation in the Micro-Suspension-Test.
The present carrier test does not require centrifugation, so chemicals such as chlorhexidine gluconate can be tested.
The present Micro-Carrier-Test is a simple procedure which shortens the period of contact between the infectious target and the disinfectant. There is still the problem that residual disinfectant can affect subsequent co-cultivation. However, the use of the cytotoxicity assay solves this problem. Accordingly, both the previous Micro-Suspension-Test and the present Micro-Carrier-Test are required in the screening of disinfectants.
